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Joint Masters, doing bugger all since 1978!Joint Masters, doing bugger all since 1978!Joint Masters, doing bugger all since 1978!Joint Masters, doing bugger all since 1978!    
and yes, Daffidildo has two I’s not two O’sand yes, Daffidildo has two I’s not two O’sand yes, Daffidildo has two I’s not two O’sand yes, Daffidildo has two I’s not two O’s    
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Writing the herald is really cool and everyone should do it! 

Who am I kidding; no wonder why this country banned 

hand guns! Good luck to the next miserable bastard. Sorry I 

didn’t mean you B@stard, I meant the poor sod that gets 

stuck producing this cr*p next month!  

Hugs and Kisses (to some of you) DaffIdildo 
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First Joint Master and now responsible for this month’s 

Herald, what did I do wrong? Greetings fellow Half-

Minds, it is once again time for your monthly tithing of 

run write-ups and associated drivel. Please make sure 

you are reading this with an American accent, 

brandishing a hand gun is optional. I should not 

complain too much, I joined the Cambridge Hash in 

2003 and this is the first time Bedsores cornered me 

and Auto-Nagged me to death about it. I am truly up to 

the task though. I exhibited much intestinal fortitude, I 

only missed 4 deadlines and drank 7 beers during 

production of this master piece. I am sure the Pulitzer 

Prize is in the post! I don’t even know why I am still 

typing, no one reads this sh!t, they just check to see if 

their run write-up was published and then skip to the 

back page! 
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♥Public Service Announcement ♥ 

Friends don’t let friends “volunteer” to be the Herald Scribe! 

AUTOAUTOAUTOAUTO----NAG: DISENGAGE!NAG: DISENGAGE!NAG: DISENGAGE!NAG: DISENGAGE!    
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1. Dr. Taxi, what does this symbol stand for ? 

Taxi “Oh I know this one; it was what the people in Star Trek stood on when they got      

beamed different places. Beaming was very cool!” 

2. Dr. Taxi, if you are running along and you see this on the ground what does it 

mean? 

Taxi “Oh another easy one you simpleton, this is the international symbol of the donut. It 

means that donuts are near. Ummm donuts….” 

 

3. Dr. Taxi, if I am going to the bathroom and it starts to burn 

Taxi “NEXT” 

 

4. Dr. Taxi, all my friends say that this symbol is a turn-back arrow. Are they 

right? 

Taxi “Silly hasher, you don’t have any friends. The half-minds that are talking to you 

want you to go away, especially if you have an American accent. If you do continue to 

hear voices, they are probably in your head. The best bet is to vacate this dimension on a 

red deck chair” 

 

5. Dr. Taxi, do you get more women drumming or hashing? 

Taxi “Trade secret and a gentleman never tells, NEXT” 

 

6. Dr. Taxi, have you ever traveled back in time to correct an injustice? 

Taxi “That sounds like a rather personal question but yes I have traveled back in time to 

correct an injustice. Unfortunately I screwed up the space time continuum and now 

cannot remember how many band members are in Fen Boy 3” 

 

 Where is my r&n write-up from r&n 1492? 

Ask Dr. Taxi a Question, if you dare!! 

 

No seriously ask him a question! 
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Email Auto-Nagging Bedsores 

American Appreciation Run!!! 

Why do I think this is going to be a wet run? 
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CH3 Run 1915 – The Ice House, Dry Drayton 12th – 14th June 2015  

Organisers: Alec & Chrissie Hawkes (Beerstop & Paddington), with huge 

support from Rob Hawkes, Cinnamon (Spicy Bair) & Mum Martha Bair, 

Wimp & Ethan (??The Mixing Desk Maestro) 

Hares; Beerstop, Paparazzi & Benghazi 

Runners/Visitors/Virgins: approx. 200 (!) 

 

 
 

The Words (War in Peace is shorter...ed) 
This year saw the arrival of the bi-annual Ice House event hosted by Alec & Chrissie Hawkes 

(Beerstop & Paddington) & family and had been eagerly looked forward to by a massive turn 

out from CH3 and healthy turn out from our friends in the Cantabrigensis Hash and even some 

normal, local people who wore a mixture of bewildered/aghast/offended expressions 

throughout the whole proceedings as various hash members arrived in a variety of 

er........’Eclectic’ clothing.  A huge amount of people look forward to this event which takes 

massive planning and organisation from a large number of people including a great many 

musicians and performers who freely gave up their time to entertain the sprawling mass of 

weirdness collectively known at the CH3 Hash & friends. Beerstop & Paddington had brilliantly 

organised various rotas via the ‘Doodle’ website for bar staff, and food contributions. A large 

gathering of hashers and several bands take some serious catering for and CH3 donated a few 

barrels of Milton Beer (and a portaloo as far as I recall ?) and an army of volunteer staff served 

beer incessantly, the sight of Muthatucka serving beer next to a petite 13 year old girl with her 

hair in a ponytail was to set the tone   – This wasn’t a free bar, so, if you over-quaffed while you 

were there – feel guilty & send some more money in you tight Bastards it’s a charity event!, 

about £2 per pint/glass of wine is good form. Despite some rather grim damp & overcast 

weather, no one could stop the irrepressible Birthday boy Beerstop and marvel at his 

enthusiasm which was infectious and most welcome.  Beerstop & family live on an estate 

owned by his family, a 10 acre site on natural land in Dry Drayton. The family have slowly 

developed and refined the site for well over ten years they now have a fully functioning bar, 

much needed shower area complete with hot water kitchen (again complete with running hot 

water thanks to Wimp) and a stage for bands. Each year of the event, volunteers from the local 

village and from the hash have helped to prepare the site. This bit was stolen from the El Rave 

Review of the Ice House, Run 1811 “Located deep in the site is an old underground storage 

cave, that was used in years gone by, to hold ice. It would be packed in the winter and then 

used throughout the following year. This was named the “Ice House” and is a historical marvel. 

And so the celebration was named and we all look forward to the Ice House whenever it is 

held”. This year’s chosen charity was again Camfed  https://camfed.org/ for those of you who 

don’t know, Camfed support education in Africa, while the Ice House in mainly a hash event, it 

is worth repeating their mission statement: 
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“Camfed is an international non-profit organisation tackling poverty and inequality by 

supporting girls to go to school and succeed, and empowering young women to step up as 

leaders of change. Camfed invests in girls and women in the poorest rural communities in 

sub-Saharan Africa, where girls face acute disadvantage, and where their empowerment is 

now transforming communities. Since 1993, Camfed’s innovative education programmes 

in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Ghana, Tanzania and Malawi have directly supported over 

1,419,000 students to attend primary and secondary school, and over 3.5 million children 

have benefited from an improved learning environment. - See more at: 

https://camfed.org/about/#sthash.mGsR2PoF.dpuf” 

 

Well worth a mention for such a worthy cause – Back to the hash stuff! 

 

Friday 12th June 

No Knickers & I arrived about 7.00ish and headed to the bar complete with mascot Don and 

headed to the bar where we were met by Muthatucka, R.A Moroccan Mole, Lightning, 

Generator, Big Leg & Mitten, Bush Meat, Taxi, Dave El Rave, Fannyrat & Cockpit, Checkpoint, 

Debonaire, While You’re Down There, Pink Pussy, Donno & Dib Dib, Where the Hell Do I Put 

That & (unnamed hubby) Dave  Satan, Piss Pot, Right Royal F**k Up, Upper Class Tart, Crabbo, 

Crushy, The Countess, The Earl of Pampisford, Wrong Way (from the New Yok, NYCH3 Hash) 

Computer, Swampy, Toed Bedsores, Cruella De Hash, Strap On, Bastard, It’ll Come Off, Double 

Top, Gorilla, Chimp & Oohh La La (I think I saw Bluto too but might be c=dreaming that one up)  

– and there were many more friends there too, but when Muthatucka handed me that first 

golden pint of Milton’s Justinian, my memory began to leave me like a politicians promises after 

election time............. 

Meanwhile, a brilliant Chilli & fresh bread was being served by hostess Chrissie & Spicy Bair, 

helping to soak up the beer damage being inflicted by an enthusiastic El Rave, Taxi, Mutha & 

Cruella. Still, with the beer hitting the spot & the wonderful camaraderie in full flow, there was 

a great selection of brilliant bands on stage – being brought to order by Master of Ceremonies 

Fannyrat. Fridays entertain was provided by;  

Time Performer Period 

18:00 Official 
Opening 

  5 
mins 

18:05 Jud’s Galleria 60 

mins 

19:30 Creative 

Difference – 
Pete & Natalie 

30 

mins 

20.00 Pete & Liz 30 

mins 

20:30 The Kingston 

Blues Band 

60 

mins 

21:45 Fen Boy Three 90 
mins 
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Saturday 13th June 

Once again the weather was somewhat lacking and we 

had grey skies, a fine mist (equating to rising damp if you 

were camping) and the odd protracted batch of rain, but 

luckily no wind which meant that it stayed relatively 

warm too. 

Owing to yours truly having a duff back, we didn’t camp 

and got to the site late afternoon and found the festivities 

in full swing – it was warm, so providing you had 

something waterproof on, it was going to be a good 

evening. Beerstop, Paddington & Family had obviously 

really thought about the site layout and had brilliantly 

used an additional marquee running at a right angle to the 

kitchen/bar marquee – the resultant effect was that the 

site was enclosed on 3 sides , everyone had a brilliant view of the stage and we weren’t all 

bunched up in the bar area and everyone could get to the bar or brilliantly laid out food areas 

and there was loads of seating areas including a brilliant ‘chill out’ lounge complete with a 

couple of sofa’s & easy chairs! 

 The party was in full swing by early evening and faced with a wall of Milton Brewery Beer, the 

hash were enjoying themselves immensely and we it was good to see such a huge turn out to 

see the bands, generally just hang out and really enjoy the event – whatever the weather it’s 

always good to have a beer  with Muthatucka, Taxi, Dave El Rave, Lightning, Strap On, While 

You’re Down There, Benghazi, Double Top, Three Swallows, Swampy, Cruella De Hash & 

Shamcock. No wonder I was feeling a little detached by the time the bands were really hitting 

their stride and I knew the beer was doing damage when I approached the bar as was 

presented by 3 blokes dressed as nurses – while that in itself wasn’t odd for a hash event, the 

odd part was that they looked fairly sexy to me after about the 6th pint.........I remember a (well 

sort of) discussing ages with Fannyrat and was staggered to hear that he said he’s approaching 

60 ! – By God he’s hidden that well – a musician, Master of Ceremonies and generally all round 

top bloke, it just proves that the general phsyique of you average hasher maintains a youthful 

eloquence and shows that beer really does keep you young too.   

It was good to see club mascot Don on stage keeping a paw in on the proceedings, his T-shirt 

seemed a little the worse for wear with all the beer flying about but what the hell!, it was a 

great night. 

The day’s entertainmaint was really good and we saw the Arco Iris Samba Band do an 

impromptu set in the middle of the field & lead most of the gathering around the grounds – 

brilliant stuff! 

 

Time Performer Period 

12.00 Jud’s Galleria 30 mins 

12:30 Los Kiosk Bears – Acoustic set 30 mins 

13:00 Louis Perritt and Maverick – SB son 30 mins 

13:30 Utan 30 mins 

14:10 The Ettlings 30 mins 

14:40 Emily Haughey 30 mins 

15:10 The Banaat Bast Belly Dancers 20 mins 

15.30 Arco Iris Samba Band 30 mins 

16.00 Ceilidh Band 60 mins 

17:00 Cyriacs 60 mins 
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18:00 Perry & The Icemakers 20 mins 

18:20 Arco Iris Samba Band 30 mins 

19:00 The OniOn Band 75 mins 

20:15 Postie 30 mins 

20:45 The Ellis & Connelly Band 60 mins 

22:00 The Silverbacks Blues Band 90 mins 

24:00 Around the campfire  
 

Sunday 14th June 

Again we were faced with overcast skies but the relaxed atmosphere and brilliant preceeding 

days had set the mood for the occasion and the Ice House event simply couldn’t fail. Gradually 

various folk began to appear including U-Bend & Shamcock, Swampy, Gorilla & Chimp,  

Hangover Blues & Muff Diver who looked decidedly delicate, Blowback, Little Blow & Wai Wai 

(Delilah), Jetstream & Unmentionable, The Earl of Pampisford, Deep Throat & Hand Job, 

Vampire Bat, Satan (GM of the Cantabrigensis Hash) Ettles, Toed Bedsores & Computer, Imelda 

& the increasingly athlectic Pedro (who id fitter now than he was two years ago), Czech Her 

Out & Haven’t Got One,  Bastard, It’ll Come Off, Slaphead, Fit but Dim & Woody Hollow, Kermit 

& Antar arrived, strangley  RA, Moroccan Mole, wasnowhere to be seen – apparatntly he was a 

key member of a Scouts event & couldn’t get out of it (that explains the weather then!) 

So evetually we managed to get a circle formed and the organisers had asked me to try and 

ensure that we er.......... ‘toned down’ some of the songs. Ok, no pressure then, I’ll just try & 

heard cats for the rest of my life shall I, it would be easier............... Anyway, I welcomed Beerstop 

into the circle, adressing him as Alec (Alec, Alec, who the f**k is Alec the circle responded– well, 

that’s a cracking start then I thought) and we thanked the organisers and extraordinary efforts 

of the support crew before Beerstop & an organiser from Camfed (sorry, just didn’t get the 

lady’s name) explained what donations were being used for. 

The hares Beerstop, Paparazzi & Benghazi were welcomed in and the trail markings were 

explained to the Cantabrigensis hashers who looked fit, but utterly baffled at what was being 

explained to them. What could possibly go wrong I thought? There’s about 100 odd runners 

trampling through damp undergrowth with 2 dozen children in tow – I’m sure it’ll work out 

fine............................... 

Then we were off and the trail had been laid completely differently and I mused on the fact that 

after about 10 minutes we were still on Beerstop, Paddington & Family land and it was funny to 

hear ‘on on’ from about 14 directions as Satan & Right Royal F**k Up & Kit Off continually 

lapped me with Fit But Dim, Daffidildo, Blowback & Pedro matching them for the most part. 

Crushy actually overtook me pushing a sort of cross Country/Sports Utility Baby Buggy past, 

complete with daughter, seemingly slightly unamused and being driven across a field at high 

speed. 

The hash finally left Ice House land and erupted into the peaceful village centre setting of 

absolute mayhem, cats vanished, dogs barked and pensioners hid. Wary parents clutched 

children to themselves and I swear one lady actually crossed herself as Satan lunged wildly 

past her like a speed crazed devil while Klinger headed off in the wrong direction. 

Then we were into the village centre (stopping traffic in the process) and across a field and Kit 

Off & Bushmeat hammered past hotly pursued by Hold It For Me, Haven’t Got One, Fit But Dim 

& Woody Hollow a few steps behind. The On was called over a stile and the pack was kept 

together by dint of the fact that a) there was a massive queue to get over the stile and b) The 

stile was surrounded by vicious nettles (No, not Ettles, nettles). 
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After about 2 days the entire pack got across the field which had been decorated by cows, 

clearly after sampling Vindaloo by the look of things. Some of the fit Cantab bunch sped past 

spraying ‘Douglas Hurd’ everywhere while Crushy & SUV Buggy doggedly overtook some of the 

less fit. Then we were lost in a young orchard before the on was called and across a 

neighbouring farm (Where Beerstop had somehow managed to convince the landowner that 

allowing 100 oddly dressed people clump through his land was a good idea), past some skittish 

horses and away to the open countryside. The hares had cunningly laid the trail with some 

really quite evil turnbacks and El Rave & Paparazzi witnessed a brilliant moment when Muff 

Diver lead Satan down a massive shiggy filled turn back. 

Some more fields and even a gradual incline of about half a mile sorted the pack out but we 

were rewarded with a beer stop manned by Spicy & Forrest Dump. A polypin of Milton’s 

magnificent Justinian awaited us and the hash paused for a couple of weeks to chat to friends 

old & new, stretch (Cantabrigensis) & scratch themselves in appropriately (CH3), muse on the 

incongruities of life (Cantab), fart & tell knob jokes (CH3). 

All fine things come to some sort of end, and the hares had graciously laid the last part of the 

trail downhill, on relatively smooth concrete and back into Ice House lands after a spot on 4.5 

miles (or about 5.5 Miles for the fit buggers).  

The pack arrived back to the wonderful site of 2 x gas barbecues on the go dispensing 

munchies to all & sundry while the bar still had some free beer left - I just don’t think that life 

gets any better than exercise, followed by a barbecue & free beer does it ? (well we could throw 

in some gratuitous shagging & debauchery I suppose, but there were young folk around, so 

that’s as good as it gets). 

The trail was really spot on, and for the nerdy types I’ve reproduced the Garmin stuff (yes, I 

know my pace isn’t quick, but I don’t care because I’m the GM, so there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Editor’s note: If I knew this run write-up was five pages long, I 

would not have bothered with anything else! Blouse, find a 

new hobby! D 
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Pausing only to neck several beers,  get changed & apply deodorant, the one o’clock circle was 

called promptly at 1.30 and the circle formed with all the enthusiasm of a deaf asthmatic sloth 

on mogadon.  

Yours truly started of the proceedings and Down Downs were dolled out as follows 

(with thanks to the brilliant Fit But Dim  for taking extensive notes here: 

Down downs are as follows: 

*Hosts Beerstop and Paddington 

*Hares Beerstop, Paparazzi & Benghazi 

*Birthday down down Doggy style 

*Congratulations to Nato + Saria for attending the 2013 hash as a couple and returning on the 

2015 hash, married and carrying a little harriette 

*Daffidildo (yes check the spelling...ed) for protecting president and country and feeling like a 

virgin on his return 

*Kitoff and Butt Licker for stretching as a proper athletic person, where hashing Is a drinking club, 

for drinkers. 

*Beerstop for taking a call in the circle 

*Hangover Blues and Muff Diver for not attending the 11 o’clock circle and then not having the 

same excuses 

*best male hairstyle goes to Brian, Monday hasher I think. 

*Welcome Matt for short cutting 

*Hand Job for getting properly wet on seeing the verger and then asking when she saw him again 

if he'd like a hand job. 

*Blowback for trying to argue about the rules of laying blobs, they're no rules. 

*Shamcock for stating the obvious, next to a silo and smelling of cow shit!!! 

* Muff Diver, hash horn appointment and blatantly just couldn't be arsed to bring it to the ice 

house. 

* Virgins: Just jade and just Benedict for performing sexual actions and getting all the male 

hashers hot under the collar 
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Satan, GM of the Cantabrigensis was invited into the circle as an honour for a visiting GM and 

awarded down downs to;  

* Muff Diver for leading Satan down a long muddy turn back 

*Brian for not being able to fill his shorts, obviously has a child willy 

*Piss Pot and just Jeremy for not been able to get up after a hard session on the Saturday on their 

bikes 

 

Spicy Bear - Grand Mattress 

*Bushmeat for wearing a cape and jumping nettles and failing drastically, renamed to Super 

Bushmeat 

*Pugwash for checking out the electrical fence twice, which was on,  

*Paparazzi for getting caught on her own turn back 

* spicy bears mum received a down down for the truth about how spicy bear was named 

* Paddington and spicy for singing the Bengi song..... With actions. 

 

Finally I, as Grand master thought it fitting to encourage all future generations of the hash so I 

asked all the young ones to come in to the circle & got the adults to cheer them (they looked very 

relieved to be allowed to escape it has to be said (the children, that is....). 

While it was a real privilege to thank the hosts Beerstop & Paddington, Rob Hawkes, Spicy Bair & 

Mum Martha Bair, & Wimp it seemed a fitting occasion to remember those that we have lost 

over the last 10 years that I’d been with CH3 (well, ok 9 years) including Great White Hope, 

Underwear, A Boy Named Siew, Ron Ketteridge  (NB. Ron first ran with CH3 on run 2, 8th 

October 1978, Ron completed 939 runs but as far as I know was never actually named!) , The 

Exorcist, The Brigadier, Umplebum, Odd Sox & Bunter. 

And so, the brilliant Ice House weekend ended with an ode to Great White Hope from Blowback 

& Jetstream and a final song “Swing Low Sweet Chariot” complete with subtle and offensive 

hand gestures, just missing the radar of the young – well played Blowback..............and with that 

it was all over 

On On 

Big Blouse, GM, Cambridge CH3 Hash 2014/15 

 

Run # 1912 Harriett’s Month! 
Pike and Eel  

Needingworth 

Hares: Imelda and While You're Down There 

 

After a brilliant sunny start to the day the clouds came over as we set off to the hash, we expected rain.  A 

good crowd met us when we got to the pub after a long drive down a single track road.   

There were visitors and virgins from all over the world: Swedes, Danes, Krauts (although most of them were 

Septics). Double Fister, I Am Vajazzaled & Bambi Bait, as well as Beerbarbie & Ond from the Denmark 

ONH3 Hash and 4 newies Fiona, Linnea & Elin - + Moles Dad Bill with Rosemary, his wife, as a returnee. 

 After we'd been called to order and introductions made the on was back the way we had driven in. 

 A cunning check just up the road kept the pack busy for some time, eventually we were on our way.  Down 

the river to another check that had the FRB's off in the wrong direction again with a lengthy checkback that 

meant I was an FRB momentarily (I won’t be doing that again).  The trail went over the river next (El Rave, in 

one of his rare moments of lucidity said 'everyone knows you can't get back across the river once you've 

crossed it').   
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Down the river further and across the meadows, I was doing a bit of birdwatching when Beerstop ran past 

and told me I was looking at mechanical birds!  How dare he question my integrity! 

More cunning trail led us to another track, down a track, up a track with lots of checks and the occasional 

glimpse of the FRB's and then the welcome sight of BN, hurrah.  Pedro had been very good at sweeping and 

keeping us slowcoaches informed as to the way to go.  Around the corner was the drink stop... 

What a drink stop!  Pimms, beer of varieties and snacks galore including tapas and olives.  Everyone enjoyed 

it (apart from Antar who was moaning because he was driving).   

Then it was a short distance back to the pub and the choice and price of beer in there was good as was the 

service, so no complaints there, then. 

 

The circle was called a short time after we'd got back from the extended drink stop and the rain decided the 

RA had done a rubbish job and wanted to show his parents exactly what he was like.  Down downs were 

awarded but I'm buggered if I know who to.  Lots to virgins and visitors.  The GM had neglected to ask the Ra 

and Grand Mattress who was on their lists.  They certainly had a few and the visitors were included.  Stuttgart 

hash helped with the songs (my god, we need it!), Moles parents got one for breeding him, I got one for 

sexism (can’t imagine how that happened!) and after that it all went blurry.  A good circle with lots of input 

from the visitors. 

 

All in all a great run which kept the pack together cleverly in beautiful countryside with good drink stop, nice 

pub and excellent circle. (oh, and the raffle!) 

 

Hurrah CH3! Well played for making the visitors so welcome, there was thanks from Miss Obedience for the 

treatment of her virgins only an hour or two later. 

 

B@ 

 

Run 1913 - Queen’s Arms, Mildenhall 

Hare - Doggie Style 

Scribe - Forrest Dump 

 

Oh to be in Mildenhall in the spring. Above us, the overcasts were thick: A cloudy overcast full of moisture, 

and aluminum overcasts full of whatever C-17s are full of these days. A gentle mist fell to the ground. A 

ground that was considerably less thick with hashers than usual. Less thick in numbers at least; as for 

temperament, well, let’s say that those present were the ones who had decided against buggering off to 

warmer climes and leave it at that. 

 

As the calls of “what time is the 11:00 circle, then” became less snarky and more desperate, it dawned on 

the group gathered that most of mis-management were mis-sing. Grand mattress Spicey Bear failed to hide 

before it was pointed out that she was the ranking harriet present, and was called to the centre of the slowly 

coalescing circle. Jetstream was drafted (or perhaps draughted) into the position of acting RA for the day.  

 

Any virgins or visitors were lost in the fog, but we were graced with a returnee, Vacuum Cleaner. Our hare, 

Doggie Style, then entered the circle, showed us her symbols, and sent the pack off through Mildenhall’s 

shopping district. 

 

After about 2.2 furlongs [there were complaints about the hare giving distances in kilometers], we left the 

village and headed off on a lark towards the River Lark. We passed a funfair, on a lark, on the Lark, that was 
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in the process of either setting up or tearing down. The walkers then crossed the river and proceeded to 

meander down around Barton Mills whilst the runners did who knows what. The walkers, to be perfectly 

honest, were a bit confused. They had been given a lovely map by the hare. Unfortunately, the map only 

covered the top half of the run. And, as is usually the case, the hard bits were on the bottom. 

 

Eventually, most of the pack rejoined for a lovely sangria stop, before wandering back to the pub. Missing 

were Imelda, While You’re Down There, Gorilla, and Muff Diver who had decided to detour for a shopping 

stop instead. 

 

After returning and warming inside the Queen’s Arms, the circle reconvened. Downs were awarded to: 

Muthatuka for tricky bits 

Pedro Trumpet for new shoes 

Vacuum Cleaner for returning to this madness 

Jetstream for being the RA 

Muff Diver for the disappointing lack of symbol-reading ability in today’s Air Force 

Ferret for wearing harriet’s clothes, along with Imelda, While You’re Down There, and Hangover Blues 

Ferret also got one for something about memory loss, but I don’t remember what it was 

Muthatuka for yet more beer 

Pedro for being like a lighthouse on the Pennines - brilliant but no use. 

Debonaire and Chimp for making Spicey Bear run. 

Potty got one to accompany his printed out e-mail regarding the upcoming Icehouse party 

Imelda got one to accompany the pink fleece she received for her 200th run. 

Finally, Posh and Oh La La strolled in just in time to get special sangria down-downs for causing panic. 
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Run 1904, White Horse, Oakington 
 

Upon arrival at the pub your stand in scribe was immediately singled out by our GM, apparently 

Czech Her Out had never written a run write up and it was her turn…. Despite the fact that she was 

not present our glorious GM selected me to take one for the team as it were. 

 

The pack was treated to a fine tour of Oakington and the surrounding countryside some of it was 

even promoted as “virgin trails”. Our Hares had managed to negotiate access for the pack to 

explore some of the hidden gems that Oakington had to offer, including a disused strawberry farm 

complete with enough used grow bags to fill several Olympic swimming pools several times over. 

Other highlights of the trail was the cunning loop around a wood close to the guided buss way (this 

threw many a hasher off the scent) and the discovery of a stolen safe full of potential beer tokens. 

Upon returning to the metropolis that is Oakington the hares added a less cunning loop that was 

ignored by many (including the scribe) as the pub was in sniffing distance.  

 

Being an honest primate, Gorilla had called in the discovery of the safe to the local constabulary. A 

SWAT team was dispatched immediately and were to descend upon the pub to investigate the 

bunch of keys Gorilla had taken from the open safe. Fortunately for Wrong Keys they never made it 

due to a car pile up close by. Wrong Keys was able to add to his growing collection of keys with no 

home.   

 

On ON HGO 

 

 

Hmmm I have a little blank space left, how about a random hash song? 

Blow Back, if you don’t mind: 

Irian Jaya 

Tune: Mull of Kintyre 

Far have I traveled and much have I seen, 

Had blow jobs from Bancis and fucked things obscene, 

Been crippled by herpes and things far more dire, 

But if you want a blow job go to Irian Jaya. 

CHORUS: Irian Jaya, 

To be gobbled by natives is what I desire, 

They practice on blowpipes in Irian Jaya. 

Been rogered in Rio and poked in Peru, 

Been massaged in Manila and then had a screw, 

Been fucked in Llanelli by a Welsh male boys' choir, 

But for the height of perversion go to Irian Jaya. 

Met a girl in the jungle with a bone through her nose, 

Cunt like a mantrap and strong I suppose, 

Bush like a yardbroom that's made out of wire, 

So be careful of pussy in Irian Jaya. 

Oh the skirt she was wearing was made out of grass, 

It only just covered her sweet little ass, 

I felt an erection getting higher and higher, 

As I followed that lady from Irian Jaya. 

She put down her basket, took hold of my tool, 

Pulled back the foreskin and started to drool, 

Curled her lips round it, and sir I'm no liar, 

They still have headhunters in Irian Jaya.
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The Back Page, thank the heavens this crap is over! 

 

 

 
 

Joint Mattress’s, looking cute and doing Joint Mattress’s, looking cute and doing Joint Mattress’s, looking cute and doing Joint Mattress’s, looking cute and doing 
little else since 1978 xoxoxoxlittle else since 1978 xoxoxoxlittle else since 1978 xoxoxoxlittle else since 1978 xoxoxox    

    
and don’t forget you wankers 

  
☻Yes those are nipples ☻ 




